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ABSTRACT The values of many of the parameters in climate models are

often not known with any great precision. We describe the use of auto-
matic di�erentiation to examine the sensitivity of an uncoupled dynamic-

thermodynamic sea-ice model to various parameters. We also illustrate the

e�ectiveness of using these sensitivity derivatives with an optimization algo-
rithm to tune the parameters to maximize the agreement between simulated

results and observational data.

1 Introduction

The sea-ice cover in polar regions plays an important role in modeling the

Earth's climate system. For example, sea-ice acts as a powerful insulating

boundary layer, reducing the atmosphere-ocean heat exchange and reect-

ing incoming solar energy on the surface of sea-ice covers. Also sea-ice is a

major factor in the thermohaline circulations [MMM90],[Jac97]. Thus, sea-

ice is capable of profoundly amplifying and modulating the climate varia-

tions in regional and global-scale climate systems. For this reason, sea-ice

models are being presently coupled to global atmospheric and ocean general

circulation models in Earth climate studies.

The accuracy of a sea-ice model depends upon the accuracy of several

model parameters. Yet tuning parameter values of the climate system has

been largely an ad hoc procedure, because of the high computational cost of

evaluating multivariate parametric sensitivities. Early sensitivity studies of

sea-ice models include the works of Maykut and Untersteiner [MU71] and

Semtner [AJS76] with a one-dimensional thermodynamic sea-ice model.

Full scale sensitivity studies of a dynamic-thermodynamic sea-ice model

were carried out by Parkinson and Washington [PW79], Holland et al.

[HMM93], and Chapman et al. [CWB+94]. In all of these studies, the in-
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vestigators calculate the sensitivities by the so-called �nite di�erence (FD)

method, which obtains the derivatives by dividing the response perturba-

tion of the simulation to input parameter variation. Automatic di�erenti-

ation (AD) provides an attractive alternative, since sensitivity derivatives

can be computed with much greater accuracy and typically at a lower cost

relative to �nite di�erence approximations [Gri89, Gri00, BCKM96].

In this paper, we present AD as an alternative to the FD method for tun-

ing a sea-ice model. Following a brief discussion of the model (Section 2) and

the simulation conditions (Section 3), we discuss our experiments in evalu-

ating the sensitivities of a dynamic-thermodynamic sea-ice model (Section

4). We also discuss the e�ectiveness of using AD-generated derivative codes

coupled with minimization algorithms for tuning the model parameters to

maximize the agreement between simulated result and observational data

(Section 5). We conclude with a brief description of future work.

2 Model Description

Sea-ice models are comprised of two major components: thermodynamics

and dynamics. Their formulations involve various diagnostic analyses of the

interdependent physical and dynamical mechanisms to produce simulated

seasonal changes of sea-ice. The thermodynamic routines of the code used in

the study are essentially the same as those described by Hibler [WDH80],

while the dynamic component is the elastic-viscous-plastic (EVP) model

presented by Hunke and Dukowicz [HD97]. We summarize the main ele-

ments of the formulation here in order to underline the parameters used in

the numerical experiments of sensitivity studies and the tuning process. The

Fortran code of the sea-ice model used in the study was written in rectan-

gular coordinates [ACM99]. Numerical experiments for Arctic sea-ice cover

were performed with given atmospheric and oceanic forcing terms.

2.1 Thermodynamic Component

The thermodynamic model for the calculations of ice thickness change

and open-water formation are discussed in detail by Maykut and Unter-

steiner [MU71], Semtner [AJS76], and Hibler [WDH80], computing the

time-dependent ice thickness and vertical ice temperature pro�le in ver-

tical grid intervals. The vertical ice changes are modi�ed according to the

energy transfers between the ice layer boundaries: the ocean mixed layer

and the atmosphere-ice and snow-ice interfaces. A basic surface heat bal-

ance equation is given by

k @T
@h

= (1� �)Fs# + FL# +D1jUGj(Ta � T0)

+D2jUGj[qa(Ta)� qs(T0)]�D3T
4
0 ; (1.1)
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where T0 is the surface temperature, � is the surface albedo, Ta is the air

temperature, Tw is the water temperature, UG is the geostrophic wind, qa is

the speci�c humidity of the air, qs is the speci�c humidity at the ice surface,

Fs# and FL# are the incoming shortwave and longwave radiation terms, D1

and D2 are the bulk sensible and latent heat transfer coe�cients, D3 is

the Stefan-Boltzmann constant times the surface emissivity, k is the ice

conductivity, and h is the ice thickness. Key parameters for the sensitivity

studies are D1, D2, and �.

2.2 Dynamic Component

Ice motion and deformation associated with vertical ice change modeled by

the thermodynamic component are determined by the dynamics of a sea-

ice model. Governing the dynamics component, the momentum balance

equation is written for a mass of ice within a grid cell:

m
@U

@t
= �mfK �U+ �a + �w �mgrH +r � �; (1.2)

where m is the ice mass per unit area,U is the ice velocity, f is the Coriolis

parameter, K is a unit vector normal to the surface, H is the sea surface

height, g is the gravity acceleration, and � is the two-dimensional internal

stress tensor. The forces due to air and water stresses, �a and �w, are given

by

�a = �aCajUGj(UG cos�+K� UG sin�); (1.3)

�w = �wCwjUw �Uj[(Uw �U) cos � +K� (Uw �U) sin �]; (1.4)

where UG is the geostrophic wind, Uw is the ocean current, Ca and Cw

are the air and water drag coe�cients, �a and �w are the air and water

densities, and � and � are the turning angles at the ice-air and ice-ocean

interfaces. The EVP rheology model that relates the internal ice stress �

and the rates of strain � is given by

1

E

@�ji

@te
+

1

2�
�ij +

� � �

4��
�kk�ij +

P

4�
�ij = �ij; (1.5)

where P is the internal (or hydrostatic) ice pressure, � and � are the bulk

and shear viscosities, and E is Young's modulus. The stress tensor � and

the ice motion vectorU are updated with the integration of Equation (1.2).

In the integration, an e�ective model time scale of 4t is discretized by the

subcyclic time step of 4te = 4t=N . In our study, the number of subcyclic

iterations is set to N = 72. The pressure of the internal ice strength is

determined by the ice thickness h and the fraction of ice-covered area A,

given by

P = P �he[�C(1�A)]: (1.6)
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The ice strength in this equation depends on both the ice thickness h

and the ice area (or concentration) A. For this reason, a conservation law

is derived for both quantities by applying a two-dimensional continuity

equation. The continuity equations used in the study are the same as those

described by Hibler [WDH80]. The major parameters for the sensitivity

study are Ca, Cw, and P �.

3 Model Problem and Simulation Conditions

The domain data and the external forcing variables were provided by Ar-

better in a personal communication. The model included the area from the

Greenland-Iceland-Norwegian sea to portions of the Bering sea, an Arctic

domain discretized by the resolution of an 80 km Cartesian grid (see Fig-

ure 1). The forcing variables of Ta, qs, Fs#, FL#, and UG were derived from

National Centers of Environmental Prediction reanalysis �elds for 1992 at

six hour intervals. A small nonzero constant was used for ocean currents.

The domain boundaries were warped by Neumann boundary conditions.

The constant ice thickness of 2 m and concentration of 0:5 were set for the

initial conditions. The initial ice velocities were set to zero. For the details

of the other input physical coe�cients, see references [HMM93], [CWB+94].

: Observation points 

FIGURE 1. The model grid with resolution of 80 km and the locations of the

observation data used in the study.
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TABLE 1.1. AD and FD derivatives of the average ice drift speed with respect

to seven dynamic and thermodynamic parameters.

Parameters ADIFOR FD, 4 = 0:05 FD, 4 = 0:001

Ca 0.36078E-01 0.36247E-01 0.36042E-01

Cw -0.16748E-01 -0.16185E-01 -0.16736E-01

P � -0.16192E-01 -0.15942E-01 -0.16215E-01

C -0.11839E-21 0.69389E-15 0.41633E-13

D1 -0.17610E-02 -0.16960E-02 -0.17580E-02

D2 0.54740E-04 0.53690E-04 0.53620E-04

� -0.58537E-11 -0.58539E-11 -0.58599E-11

4 Sensitivity Experiments

Sensitivity experiments were carried out for the dynamic-thermodynamic

ice model parameters. As a dependent variable, the average ice velocity was

calculated over ten simulation points, which were randomly distributed in

the domain (shown in Figure 1). A two-month period of simulation (Jan-

uary and February 1992) was integrated for each sensitivity experiment.

AD and FD derivatives for seven control parameters are summarized in

Table 1.1. As the table shows, AD-computed derivatives for the average ice

drift speed are comparable with FD-computed derivatives. However, with

bigger increments of control parameters FD-derivatives are less accurate

than AD-generated derivatives. Table 1.1 also indicates that the ice drift

speed generally depends more on the dynamic parameters than on the ther-

modynamic parameters. The primary control parameters are the air and

ocean drag coe�cients determining the external stress terms in the dynamic

equations. It is also indicated that the ice drift speed increases as the air

drag coe�cient increases. In contrast, the ice drift speed decreases with

increasing ocean drag coe�cient; this decrease occurs because the ocean

currents impose a drag on the ice motion by reducing the motion force

from wind stress. The e�ect of the ice strength constant is another sub-

stantial parameter for the sea-ice model. The ice motion tends to decrease

with an increase of the ice strength constant. According to the ice rheology

formulation, ice motion slows when the ice is compact with a bigger ice

strength constant. The thermodynamic parameters provide weaker impact

on the sea-ice model, perhaps because the formulations of ice dynamics are

more complicated than those of thermodynamics. This result requires that

more general sensitivity analysis be addressed with comprehensive thermo-

dynamic formulations.
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5 Parameter Tuning

As demonstrated by the sensitivity results, the sea-ice model relies strongly

on both dynamic and thermodynamic parameters. This interdependency of

the model components requires accurately tuned parameters to simulate re-

alistic average ice drift motions. Previous studies [HH97] have demonstrated

the e�ectiveness of coupling optimization algorithms with automatic dif-

ferentiation to tune algorithm parameters. This section describes the use

of a similar approach to tune the physical parameters in the sea-ice model.

We used a bound constrained quasi-Newton minimization method, L-

BFGS-B [ZBLN94], which requires the user to provide the code computing

the objective function (or cost function) and its gradients. The gradient

information for the cost function was provided by the ADIFOR-generated

derivative code. In this study, the cost function is de�ned by the norm of

the di�erence between the observed and simulated average ice drift veloci-

ties. For the observational data, buoy ice drift velocities were provided by

the International Arctic Buoy Programme (IABP) [CR93]. The �ve model

parameters Ca, Cw, P
�, � (or �), and D1 were selected to control the

simulated average ice velocities of ten separate points in the model do-

main (shown in Figure 1). The simulated average ice velocities were used

to �t the observational data for a two-month period (January and Febru-

ary 1992). Five randomly selected parameter values (4.3450E-04, 0.0063,

2640, 0.2490, 1:65o) were used for the initial guess of the minimization.

The convergence behavior of the cost function is shown in Figure 2. The
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FIGURE 2. Convergence behavior of the cost function and its projected gradient

with minimization iterations.

norm of the cost function was reduced by an order of magnitude in about

20 minimization iterations. The tuned parameter values (0.0846, 0.0031,

50490, 3.5927, 53:1o) were obtained in the minimization process. The ratio

between the two drag coe�cients Ca/Cw, is 0.03654. This is a relatively low
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value compared with another parameter set (0.0055, 0.0012, 27500, 2.284,

25o), which has been used as default values in most sea-ice modeling stud-

ies. The ice motions simulated by these two di�erent parameter sets are

plotted in Figure 3. The ice motions of both are encouragingly comparable

to the observed �gures analyzed by IABP using buoy drift data (for the

details of observed ice motions, see the web page of IABP [RO]). Figure 3

also indicates that the drift speed is overestimated by the default param-

eters. This overestimation is clearly observed in the region of Fram strait.
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FIGURE 3. Average ice drift motion (cm/sec) plots for January and February

1992: (a) simulated with tuned parameters (0.0846, 0.0031, 50490, 3.5927, 53:1o)

and (b) simulated with the default parameter set (0.0055, 0.0012, 27500, 2.284,
25o) ; * marks and thick vector lines are observational data.

6 Conclusion

Our experiments indicate that automatic di�erentiation can provide ac-

curate sensitivity analysis of a multivariate sea-ice model. Our results are

similar to those from sensitivity experiments described by Holland et al.

[HMM93] and Chapman et al. [CWB+94]. In general, we observed that

the sea-ice model strongly depends on the dynamic parameters. In the

parameter-tuning process with buoy drift data, we observed that the L-

BFGS-B minimization algorithm coupled with the AD derivative code

yields parameter values that produce realistic results. Thus, an optimization-

based approach using the analytic derivatives computed by AD provides an

e�ective basis for producing a model which better matches observational

data. Future work includes tuning the parameters of multidecadal simula-

tions of the sea-ice model, incorporating additional observational data, and

applying the tuning process to other components of a GCM.
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